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A SPECTRAL APPROACH TO THE LINKING NUMBER IN
THE 3-TORUS
ADRIEN BOULANGER
Abstract. Given a closed Riemannian manifold and a pair of multi-curves in
it, we give a formula relating the linking number of the later to the spectral
theory of the Laplace operator acting on differential one forms. As an appli-
cation, we compute the linking number of any two multi-geodesics of the flat
torus of dimension 3, generalising a result of P. Dehornoy.
1. Introduction.
Let (M, g) a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension 3. We call a curve an
embedding of the oriented circle. A multi-curve is a finite collection of disjoint
curves. We say that a multi-curve is homologically trivial if its homology class
vanishes, as a cycle of M .
Recall that given two homologically trivial multi-curves Γ,Υ, one can define their
linking number in taking any surface SΓ whose boundary is Γ and (algebraically)
in intersecting it against Υ ;
lk(Γ,Υ) := i(SΓ,Υ) .
SΓ
Γ
Υ
Figure 1. Here, both collections Γ and Υ consist of a single
curve. Their linking number is ±1, depending on the global orien-
tation.
It is not immediate that this number is well defined, because of the choice involved
about a surface SΓ. As a general reference to the notion of linking number, one
can recommend [AK98, Chapter III Section 4] and [BT82, Section 28]. Our main
theorem relates the linking number with the spectral theory.
Theorem 1.1. Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold and Γ, Υ two disjoint
homologically trivial multi-curves, they link according to the following formula:
(1.2) lk(Γ,Υ) = lim
t→0
∑
k≥0
e−λkt
∫
Γ
ηk
∫
Υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
,
where (ηk)k∈N denotes an eigenvector basis with corresponding eigenvalues (λk)k∈N
of the Laplace operator ∆ acting on the Hilbert space of square integrable 1-differential
forms in ker(∆)⊥.
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2 ADRIEN BOULANGER
Note that this theorem relates a topological number with metric quantities. In par-
ticular the right member of Formula 1.2 does not depend on the underlined metric g.
Theorem 1.1 can be used if one has enough knowledge of the spectral theory of
(M, g), as it is the case of the canonical flat torus T3. We prove a general formula
for the linking number of multi-curves consisting of geodesics of T3. However, not
to burden this introduction, we postpone the statement in Section 3. Specialising
our formula to the case of closed orbits of the geodesic flow on the 2-torus T2 gives
the
Corollary 1.3. Let Γ = (γi)I∈I and Υ = (υj)j∈J two homologically trivial multi-
curves in T3 consisting of periodic orbits of the T2 geodesic flow. They link according
to the formula:
lk(Γ,Υ) =
∑
i∈I,j∈J
i(γi, υj)
1− xi,jpi
2
,
where xi,j denotes the unique determination in [0, 2pi[ of the oriented angle θ made
at each intersection point (see Figure 2) and i(γi, υj) denotes the algebraic inter-
sections between the projections on T2 of the curves γi and υj.
γi
υj
θ
Figure 2. Here, the intersection number is 1. The angle θ defined
in Corollary 1.3 is represented in black.
Another formula was found by P. Dehornoy using different methods in his PhD
[Deh]. Our formula shows, in a clear way, that the linking number entertains some
interactions with the intersection number on the curves projected on the basis.
We now briefly survey old and more recent statements about the linking number.
The first occurence of the notion of linking number goes back to Gauss’s studies
on electromagnetism (see [RN11]). Gauss noticed that integrating the magnetic
field generated by an electric power flowing in a close wire γ - for us a differential
form ωγ - along any closed curve υ gives a number which does not depend on the
homology class of υ in the complementary of γ. That is to say, the differential form
ωγ is closed.
In fact, Gauss went further in his study: he gives in R3 an explicit formula express-
ing the differential form ωγ . Let x /∈ γ and X(x) ∈ Tx(R3), then:
(1.4) (ωγ)x(X) =
1
4pi
∫
[0,2pi]
det
(
γ′(s), X(x),
γ(s)− x
||γ(s)− x||3
)
ds ,
where γ(s) denotes any parametrisation compatible with the curve γ orientation,
and || · || is the Euclidean norm of R3. Back to this days, there was no topological
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definition of the linking number so that, following Gauss, one could have defined it
setting:
(1.5) lk(γ, υ) :=
∫
υ
ωγ =
1
4pi
∫
[0,2pi]
∫
[0,2pi]
det
(
γ′(s), υ′(t),
γ(s)− υ(t)
||γ(s)− υ(t)||3
)
ds dt .
Gauss’s formula had been related later on with the linking number defined at first,
see for example [AK98, Chapter 3, Section 4]. It is still an active research field to
try to get Gauss-like formulas for the linking number and its natural generalisation
[DGK+08] [DG08].
Formula (1.5) also suggests the existence of a universal object which, integrated
over a pair of homologically trivial multi-curves, gives back their linking number.
A linking form Ω is an integrable (1, 1)-differential form satisfying for any two
homologically trivial disjoint multi-curves Γ and Υ
lk(Γ,Υ) =
∫
Γ
∫
Υ
Ω .
One can think of a (1, 1)-differential form as a 2-differential form; we will get back
on the (1, 1)-form precise definition in Subsection 2.2.
The definition of linking form was introduced by Arnold (see [AK98, Chapter III,
Section 4]) to generalize Moffatt’s [Mof69] interpretation of the helicity. Let us
recall briefly how is defined the later.
Let X be a vector field preserving a probability measure µ in the Lebesgue class
whose asymptotic cycle vanishes. This assumption implies that the 2-differential
form iXµ is exact, meaning that there is a 1-differential form α such that dα = iXµ.
On can show that
H(X) :=
∫
M
α ∧ dα
does not depend on the choice involving the primitive α. We call this number the
helicity of the vector field X. This notion was introduced by [Mor61] and [Wol58]
to study certain energies associated to vector fields solution of some partial dif-
ferential equations. Note that the asymptotic cycle assumption is automatically
satisfied in some natural situations, for example when the ambient manifold is a
homology sphere or if X is the Reeb flow associated to a contact structure.
Arnold interpreted the helicity of a vector field X as some average of the asymp-
totic linking number of two trajectories of the flow. Given x, y ∈ M , we consider
the trajectories starting off x and y of the flow X at times t and s. We close them
by gluing their extremities using a small path, we compute the linking number, we
divide by the product ts and one would like to let s, t → ∞. To do it, one needs
to show this limit to be almost everywhere well defined; this is one of the reason
why Arnold introduced the notion of linking form. Actually, he showed that the
linking form is integrable, see Remark 4.14, which allows one to define the previ-
ous limit using Birkhoff’s ergodic Theorem. Arnold recovered the helicity from the
construction of the linking form itself; as the kernel of some inverse of the differen-
tial operator d, acting on 1-differential forms. See [AK98, Chapter III, Section 4]
for more detail. This perspective on the helicity had been developped in [Vog03],
[KV03] and [DGK+13].
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Arnold also noticed that linking forms always exists on compact manifolds. This
had been precised by T.Vogel in [Vog03], relying on G. de Rham’s work on Hodge
theory [dR84, Section 28]. We denote by g1(x, y) the kernel of the Green operator,
the inverse operator of the Laplace one. We have the
Theorem 1.6. [Vog03, Theorem 3] Let (M, g) a compact Riemannian manifold.
The (1, 1)-differential form
(1.7) Ω(x, y) = ∗ydyg1(x, y)
is an integrable linking form. We call this linking form the de Rham-Vogel’s
linking form.
T. Vogel’s proof relies on Arnold’s remark that any inverse operator of d gives rise
to a linking form, up to Hodge duality. This theorem shows the existence of linking
forms on closed manifolds, but does not come with a simple formula like Gauss’s
one (1.5). There is, up to the author’s knowledge, only two others known formulas
of this type, found in [DG13]. The first one holds for the hyperbolic 3-space and
the second one for the round 3-sphere. The authors find such a formula in exhibit-
ing a ”fundamental solution of Maxwell’s Equations”, meaning in exhibiting the de
Rham-Vogel linking form defined above.
Outline of the paper. Formula (1.7) relates the linking number to the Green oper-
ator associated to the Riemannian structure on the underlined manifold M . Thanks
to the spectral theory, providing M to be closed, one knows that the Green op-
erator is diagonalisable. It is therefore natural to try to get a spectral-linking
formula in splitting the Green operator with respect to a basis of 1-eingenforms of
the Laplace operator.
However, the integration current over a closed curve being not regular enough - not
square integrable - one can not hope to readily get this spectral-linking formula.
To circumvent this difficulty, in order to reach some more regularity, we will use
the heat operator to diffuse the integration currents. This is the heart of Section
3 which lasts with the proof of our Theorem 1.1.
One wants then to use Theorem 1.1 to compute the linking number of some col-
lections of curves in manifolds for which the spectral theory is well known, like the
canonical flat 3-torus T3 := R3 /Z3 .
We will give in Section 4 a general formula to compute the linking number between
two homologically trivial collections of multi-curves consisting of geodesics of T3.
Natural collections of geodesics in T3 are given by closed orbits of the geodesic flow
of T2 := R2 /Z2 , its unitary tangent bundle being identified with T3, see Section
4.4. Specialising our formula in this case, we find a new formula which computes
the linking number between two homologically trivial collections of the T2-geodesic
periodic orbits. Our formula, as well as P. Dehornoy’s one, shows that the linking
number of two homologically trivial multi-curves consisting of periodic orbits of
the T2-geodesic flow have always the same sign. This question of the sign is closely
related to the notion of Birkhoff sections. For more detail about this recent aspect
on the linking number, see Subsection 4.5 and references therein.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank P. Dehornoy for the many interesting
conversations we had around this article and more. I also want to thank my PhD
advisors, G. Courtois and F. Dal’Bo, for pointing out the question as well as for
their comments about the redaction of this article.
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2. Green operators and linking forms
This section is devoted to introduce all the objects we will use later on.
2.1. The Green kernel. Let (M, g) be a closed manifold of dimension p. We
denote by
• µg, the volume form associated to the metric g;
• Ω∗(M) = ⊕
0≤k≤p
Ωk(M), the space of all differential forms, split with respect
to the degree k;
• ∗, the Hodge operator, or Hodge star, which satisfies the following identity
(2.1) ∗ ∗ = (−1)k(p−k) ;
Note that we abuse the notation in omitting the degree k of the underlined differ-
ential form.
• d, the exterior differential operator on Ω∗(M).
The Hodge star is defined to endow the vectorial space Ωk(M) with a scalar product:〈
α · β〉 = ∫
M
α ∧ ∗β .
With respect to it, the operator d has a unique adjoin operator, denoted by δ,
satisfying by definition: 〈
dα · β〉 = 〈α · δβ〉 .
A straighforward computation involving the Hodge star definition and the Stokes
formula gives
(2.2) δ = (−1)p(k+1)+1 ∗ d ∗ .
We now have all the material required to define the Laplace operator.
Definition 2.3. The Laplace operator, denoted by ∆y Ω∗(M), is defined by
∆ := dδ + δd .
Note that the Laplace operator stabilises all differential forms spaces of fixed de-
gree, and that it is self-adjoin with respect to the scalar product
〈·, ·〉. We denote
by ∆k its restriction to Ωk(M).
A differential form α is said to be harmonic if it lies in the kernel of the Laplace
operator, denoted by ker ∆. The space of all harmonic k-forms being identified,
from a famous theorem of Hodge, to the k-nth homology group of M (see [Ros97,
page 46] for example), the Laplace Operator ∆k can not be invertible in general.
However, nothing prevents it to be invertible in restriction to the orthogonal space
of its kernel. We denote by pik the orthogonal projection on ker(∆
k)⊥.
Definition 2.4. A Green operator, denoted by Gk, is any operator satisfying
the following equation on the space of smooth differential forms of degree k:
(2.5) Gk ◦∆k = ∆k ◦Gk = Id− piHk
Such an operator always exists, providing M to be closed (see for example [dR84,
Section 3]). There is a slight ambiguity about Gk, which is fully determined up to its
restriction on the space ker(∆k). From now, we will suppose thatG(ker(∆k)) = {0},
allowing one to speak of the Green operator.
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Green operators are kernel operators, meaning that there is a smooth family
of endomorphism - what we call a (1,1)-form - gk(x, y) : Λk(TxM) → Λk(TyM),
indexed by M ×M \Diag such that for all smooth differential forms α of degree k
Gk(α)y =
∫
y∈M
gk(x, y)(αx)dµg(x) .
2.2. Differential (1,1)-forms. We give in this subsection the precise definition
of a (1,1)-form. We also explain how to integrate them over a pair of multi-curves.
Given an euclidean space E, we denote by ] the musical endomorphism which maps
some vector X ∈ E on its dual linear form, so in E∗, according to the Euclidean
structure on E.
Definition 2.6. Let M be a manifold, We call a (1,1)-form a family of morphisms
T ∗x (M)→ T ∗y (M) indexed by M ×M .
Let γ and υ two parametrised curves by s and t. We define the integral over a pair
of curves of a (1,1)-form Ω as∫
γ
∫
υ
Ω :=
∫
γ
∫
0
1
Ω(υ(s), y)
(
υ′(s)]
)
ds
 .
Moreover, the following integral - an element of T ∗y (M) -∫
0
1
Ω(υ(s), y)
(
υ′(s)]
)
ds
does not depend on a choice of parametrisation, since Ω(x, y) is linear. So that we
will prefer to denote it for short as∫
υ
Ω
(
(·)], y) ,
omitting the underlined parametrisation.
This formula shows clearly that the linking form enjoys some bilinearity. In fact, if
we denote Υ = ∪
i∈I
υi and Γ = ∪
j∈J
γj we have:
lk(Γ,Υ) =
∫
Γ×Υ
Ω =
∫
∪γi×∪γj
Ω =
∑
i∈I,j∈J
∫
γi×γj
Ω .
Note that we did not ask either the curve γi or the curve υj to be homologically
trivial.
2.3. The de Rham-Vogel’s linking form. Recall that the De Rham-Vogel’s
linking form is defined as
∗ydyg1(x, y) ,
which may be slightly confusing at first. What does it mean to consider the image
by ∗ydy of a family of morphism from T ∗xM to T ∗yM ?
Given α ∈ T ∗x (M), the Green kernel defines a differential form by:
αy := y 7→ g(x, y)
(
α(x)
) ∈ T ∗y (M) .
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This differential form is smooth on M \ {x}, which allows one to take its image
by the operator ∗d wherever it makes sense. This gives rise to an other linear
morphism
T ∗x (M) → T ∗y (M)
α 7→ αy ,
which turns out to correspond to the kernel of the operator α 7→ (∗dG1)(α). Then,
in the end, De Rham’s notation ∗ydyg1(x, y) is to be understood as the kernel of
the operator α 7→ (∗dG1)(α) .
Remark 2.7.
• As pointed out by Arnold, any kernel associated to the inverse operator of
the exterior differential d is a linking form. The operator α 7→ (∗dG)(α) is
actually one of them, up to Hodge duality. See [Vog03, Lemma 2].
• The singularity of the (1,1)-form g1(x, y) along the diagonal is roughly
equivalent to r−1. Thus, after one differentiation, this singularity turns to
be in r−2, which is still integrable in dimension three, see [dR84, Theorem
23 page 134]. So that what we meant by integrable is that for every x the
function
y 7→ || ∗y dyg(x, y)||
is integrable on M with respect to µg. The notation || · || stands for the
linear morphism norm induced by the metric g.
2.4. Behaviour of the linking form under isometries. The de Rham-Vogel
linking form being constructed from a metric, it is natural to look into how it
behaves under an isometry Φ. The isometry Φ commutes with the Hodge star
as well as with the exterior differential d. In particular, it commutes with every
operators made out of this two ones, as the Laplace operator and its inverse, the
Green operator. Looking at the kernel of the later, this commutation relation can
be read as:
(Φ1)∗g1(x, y) = (Φ2)∗g1(x, y) ,
where Φ1 (resp. Φ2) denotes the Φ-action on the first (resp. second) factor of the
product M×M . In particular, the diagonal action of Φ on the product M×M\Diag
preserves the Green kernel, and thus the de Rham-Vogel’s linking form. Since we
will use this remark to simplify a bit the calculations performed in Section 4, we
set it in a
Proposition 2.8. Let γ and υ two curves, not necessary homologically trivial, Φ
an isometry of (M, g), then :∫
γ
∫
υ
∗y dyg1 =
∫
Φ−1(γ)
∫
Φ−1(υ)
∗y dyg1 .
3. The spectral-linking formula
Let us recall that ∆ is self-adjoin with respect to
〈·, ·〉. It is well known that self-
adjoin operators are diagonalisable in finite dimension; it is actually still the case
for the Laplace operator, providing the underlined manifold to be closed.
Theorem 3.1. [Ros97, Theorem 1.30] Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian mani-
fold. There is a orthonormal basis (ηn)n∈N of 1-differential forms, meaning that〈
ηi, ηj
〉
= δi(j), and a sequence of non negative numbers (λn)n∈N such that
∆ηn = λnηn .
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In particular, if α ∈ ker(∆)⊥ we have:
α =
∑
n∈N
〈
ηn · α
〉
ηn .
Formally, one would like to write the Green operator as
g1(x, y) :=
∑
n∈N
1
λn
ηn(x)⊗ ηn(y) ,
which gives the following expression for the de Rham-Vogel’s linking form
∗ydyg1(x, y) :=
∑
n∈N
ηn(x)⊗ ∗d
(
ηn(y)
λn
)
.
Keeping it formal, one would like then to integrate each factor along γ and υ to
get:
lk(γ, υ) =
∑
n∈N
∫
γ
ηn
∫
υ
∗
(
dηn
λn
)
.
However, the previous series does not converge a priori. In fact, an integration
current over a curve is not square integrable and therefore cannot be decomposed
with respect to the orthonormal basis (ηn). To circumvent this difficulty, we will
regularise them thanks to the use of the heat kernel, from which the term e−λnt of
formula 1.2 comes from. As a corollary of this approach, we are able to prove the
following stronger version of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold and Ω the de Rham-
Vogel’s linking form, then for all pair of curves γ and υ, not necessary homologically
trivial we have:
(3.3)
∫
γ
∫
υ
Ω = lim
t→0
∑
k>0
e−λkt
∫
γ
ηk
∫
υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
.
where (ηk)k∈N denotes an eigenvector basis of the Laplace operator ∆ acting on the
Hilbert space ker(∆)⊥ - viewed as a subspace of square integrable differential forms
- and (λk) the associated eigenvalues.
All the rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of the above theorem.
3.1. The heat operator on 1-differential forms. The following definition is
the key to regularise the integration currents. More detail about generalised heat
kernels can be find in [BGV04, Section 2.3].
Definition 3.4. Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold and η be a continuous,
bounded 1-differential form. The following Cauchy problem of unknown (ηt)t∈R+{
∆ηt + ∂tηt = 0
η0 = η
has a unique solution. We denote by e−t∆
1
the heat operator which maps η to
the time t solution of the above Cauchy problem.We denote by p1t the heat kernel,
which satisfies by definition:
(ηt)y =
∫
M
p1t (x, y)(ηx) dµg(x) .
Moreover, one has
e−t∆
1
(η) −→
t→0
η
for the uniform convergence topology.
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In particular, if U and V are two closed disjoin subsets of M , one has
p1t (x, y) −→
t→0
0
uniformly on U × V .
The heat kernel has the interesting property to be smooth for all t > 0, on the
contrary of the Green operator. In particular, it is decomposable according to an
orthonormal basis of eigenforms.
3.2. The diffused curves. Let γ be a curve of M . We denote by L1(Ω1(M))
the space of integrable 1-differential form, meaning forms whose punctual norm is
integrable over M with respect to the Riemannian measure.
Definition 3.5. We call the γ-diffused curve, denoted by e−t∆
1
(γ), the following
family of linear forms indexed by t > 0:
e−t∆
1
(γ) : L1(Ω1(M)) → R
β 7→ ∫
γ
e−t∆
1
(β) .
This diffusing process associates to each t > 0 a differential form approximating
the integration current over the curve γ: the smaller is t, the better is the approx-
imation.
Lemma 3.6. For all β ∈ L1(Ω1(M)) continuous on a neighbourhood of U of the
curve γ, we have
e−t∆
1
(γ)(β) −→
t→0
∫
γ
β .
Proof: we have been careful to consider a differential form β integrable. So, since
the heat kernel converges uniformly to 0 away from the diagonal, we have:∣∣e−t∆1(γ)(β)− ∫
γ
∫
U
p1t (x, y)(βx) dµg(x)
∣∣ −→
t→0
0 .
The differential form β being continuous on U , from the very definition on the heat
kernel we have: ∫
U
p1t (x, y)(βx) dµg(x) −→
t→0
βy
uniformly. Therefore, one is allowed to permute limit and integral to get∫
γ
∫
U
p1t (x, y)(βx) dµg(x) −→
t→0
∫
γ
β ,
which is the expected result. 
If now υ is curve disjoin of γ, recall that the 1-differential form
(ωυ)y :=
∫
υ
Ω
(
(·)], y)
is integrable, where Ω = ∗1d1g1 is the de Rham-Vogel’s linking form. Applying
Lemma 3.6 gives readily the
Corollary 3.7. For any two curves γ and υ we have
e−t∆
1
(γ)(ωυ) −→
t→0
∫
γ
∫
υ
Ω .
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The goal is know to identify, t > 0 being fixed, the left member of the above equation
to the series appearing in Equation (3.3). We will conclude by summoning the above
corollary to recover Theorem 3.2 by letting t→ 0.
3.3. The approximating series. The benefits of having diffused the integration
current is to allow one to write the left member of (3.3) as a scalar product of
two smooth 1-differential forms. We will conclude in using Plancherel’s formula,
allowing one to write down with respect to an orthonormal basis this scalar product.
Lemma 3.8. For all differential forms β ∈ L1(Ω1(M)) and all t > 0 we have
e−t∆
1
(γ)(β) =
〈
β ·
∫
γ
p1t
(
(·)], y)〉 .
Note that the scalar product is well defined since the differential form
∫
γ
p1t
(
(·)], y)
is smooth.
Proof: the operator e−t∆ being self-adjoin and since iX(α)(x) = gx
(
X] · α), we
have the following identity for any 1-differential forms β and any vector field X:
iX(y)
(
pt(x, y)βx
)
= g
(
βy ·
(
pt(x, y)(X
]
x)
))
.
Therefore, setting Xx = γ
′(s) and integrating along γ, one gets:∫
γ
p1t (x, ·)(βx) = gy
βy,∫
γ
p1t
(
(·)], y)
 ,
which gives, after integration over M with respect to µg,∫
M
∫
γ
p1t (x, y)(βx) dµg(y) =
〈
β ·
∫
γ
p1t
(
(·)], y)〉 .
We conclude recalling that the form β is integrable, which allows one to switch both
integrals of the above equation left member, recovering our definition of a diffused
curve. 
We conclude the proof of 3.2 as announced by identifying the right member of (3.3)
with some series.
Lemma 3.9. For all t > 0 we have:
e−t∆
1
(γ)(ωυ) =
∑
k>0
e−λkt
∫
γ
ηk
∫
υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
.
Proof: we start with using the semi-group property of the heat operator e−t∆,
e−t∆
1
(γ)(ωυ) = e
− t2∆1(γ)
(
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ)
)
,
for which we apply Lemma 3.8 to get
e−
t
2∆
1
(γ)
(
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ)
)
=
〈∫
γ
p1t
2
((·)], y) ·
(
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ)
)〉
.
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Both 1-differential forms appearing in the above equation being smooth, one is able
to write down this scalar product with respect to an orthonormal basis consisting
of the Laplace operator eingenforms:
e−t∆
1
(γ)(ωυ) =
∑
k∈N
〈∫
γ
p1t
2
((·)], y)
 · ηk〉〈e− t2∆1(ωυ) · ηk〉
It remains then to prove both the two following identities:
(3.10) e−
λkt
2
∫
γ
ηk =
〈∫
γ
p1t
2
((·)], y)
 · ηk〉
(3.11)
e−
λkt
2
λk
∫
υ
∗ dηk =
〈
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ) · ηk
〉
We start off the right member of (3.10). Recalling Lemma 3.8 the other way around,
one gets 〈∫
γ
p1t
2
((·)], y)
 · ηk〉 = ∫
γ
e−
t
2∆
1
(ηk) .
Then, ηk being an eigenform of eigenvalue λk, we have
e−
t
2∆
1
(ηk) = e
− t2λk
∫
γ
ηk .
which proves that (3.10) holds.
Let us show the same way that (3.11) occurs as well. We start again from the right
member: 〈
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ) · ηk
〉
.
The differential 1-form ωυ being integrable and the operator e
− t2∆ being self-adjoin
we have: 〈
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ) · ηk
〉
=
〈
ωυ · e− t2∆1(ηk)
〉
.
Therefore, ηk being an eigenform of eigenvalue λk, we have
e−
t
2∆
1
(ηk) = e
− t2λkηk ,
and thus 〈
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ) · ηk
〉
= e−λk
t
2 〈ωυ · ηk〉 .
The linking form Ω being integrable, one can use Fubini’s theorem again to get
〈ωυ · ηk〉 =
∫
υ
∫
M
Ω((·)], y)(ηk)x dµg(x)
 .
But, by construction of the linking form as the operator ∗dG kernel, we have∫
M
Ω(x, y)(ηk)x dµg(y) = ((∗dG)(ηk))y .
The operator G commutes with d, in particular all terms of this series corresponding
to a closed differential form vanishes. The remaining terms are given by
∗dG(ηk) = ∗dηk
λk
.
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Finally we have
〈ωυ · ηk〉 =
∫
υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
,
which gives
(3.12)
〈
e−
t
2∆
1
(ωυ) · ηk
〉
= e−
t
2λk
∫
υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
,
the expected result. 
4. Application to torus geodesics linking.
This section is devoted to the use of Formula 3.2 to compute the linking number of
homologically trivial multi-geodesics of the canonical 3-tore torus T3 := R3 /Z3 , for
which the spectral theory is fully understood: we will describe it in Subsection 4.2.
One would like to use it to give a more or less explicit expression to the following
series, t > 0 being fixed, ∑
k>0
e−λkt
∫
γ
ηk
∫
υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
.
Right after, we will identify the limit of this series when t → 0 to the Fourier
development of some function. In the meantime, we will recall Theorem 3.2 which
guarantees that this sequence of series actually converges to the linking number.
4.1. Statement of the generalised torus linking theorem. We call a mutli-
geodesic a multi-curve consisting of geodesics. This subsection goal is to state a
formula giving the linking number of any two collections of multi-geodesics of the
T3.
Let us fix some notations. We parametrise geodesics of T3 as follows
γ : R → T3
t 7→
γ1t+ ν1γ2t+ ν2
γ3t+ ν3
 mod Z3 .
Note that these curves are automatically oriented by the parametrisation.
We call the point ν = γ(0) =
ν1ν2
ν3
 ∈ T3 the origin of γ. The vector γ′(t) ∈ Tγ(t)T3
being also an element of the Lie algebra of T3 - canonically identified to R3 - one
can write then γ′(t) as
γ′(t) =
γ1γ2
γ3
 ∈ R3 .
The vector γ′(t) does not depend nor on t neither on this origin of the curve. To
each geodesic of T3 is therefore associated a vector of R3, which has the property
that it belongs to Z3 if and only if γ is closed. Note too that in this case any points
ν ∈ Im(γ) can be chosen as origin.
The 3-torus fundamental group being Abelian, one can check that the vector γ′ ∈ Z3
is canonically identified to the homology class of the closed curve γ in Z3. We thus
note [γ] the vector γ′ to emphasis its topological flavour. Off that remark comes out
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Γ
Figure 3. The cube is identified to T3 by gluing opposed faces
with translations. The red curve γ admit as derivative vector γ′ =
(2, 2, 3). This curve being closed, one can choose whatever of its
points as an origin, for instance 0T3 .
the following necessary and sufficient condition for a multi-geodesics Γ = (γi)i∈I to
be homologically trivial : ∑
i∈I
[
γi
]
= 0R3 .
The following construction is needed to state our theorem.
Given two vectors u, v ∈ Z3, we define the vector βu,v ∈ Z3 as the unique one
verifying the following conditions:
• βu,v ∈ vect(u, v)⊥;
• det(u, v, βu,v) > 0;
• its euclidean norm ||βu,v|| is minimal for the two first properties.
Given two geodesics γ and ν, we still simply denote by βγ,ν the vector β[γ],[ν]. Our
torus linking theorem can then be stated as follows.
Theorem 4.1. Let Γ = (γi)i∈I and Υ = (υj)j∈J two homologically trivial multi-
geodesics of T3. They link according to the following formula:
(4.2) lk(Γ,Υ) =
∑
i∈I,j∈J
det
(
[γi], [υj ],
βi,j
||βi,j ||
)
1− 2b(νi,j · βi,j)c
2||βi,j ||
where νi,j = γi(0)−υj(0) is the difference between the two origins and bαc denotes
the unique representative in [0, 1) of the class (α mod Z).
Remark 4.3.
• One can define the linking number in every dimension n, providing that we
considered two homologically disjointed sub-manifolds of dimension p and
q satisfying p + q = n − 1. Our method is likely to be generalised for flat
torus in any dimension.
• A priori, Formula (4.2) depends on a choice of parametrisation. We will
clarify this point along the proof with Remark 4.14.
4.2. Spectral theory of 1-differential forms of T3. We start by introducing
some notations.
• We denote by a lower index i the i-nth coordinate of a vector and by an
upper index its belonging to a family of vectors. For example, γji denotes
the i-nth coordinate of the j-nth vector of a family indexed by j ∈ J .
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• Given a vector
v =
v1v2
v3
 ∈ R3 ,
we note v∗ the differential form v1dx1 + v2dx2 + v3dx3. This one being
invariant by translations, it defines a harmonic differential form on T3. We
continue to note v∗ the induced-on-T3 differential form.
• The scalar product of two vectors a and b in R3 is denoted by (a · b) and
the associated Euclidean norm by || · ||.
• The R3 vectorial product is denoted by ∧.
Let describe the 1-differential forms spectral theory of T3 thanks to the following
set of datum:
• a vector k =
k1k2
k3
 ∈ Z3
• an orthonormal basis (v1, v2, v3) of R3.
• a function f ∈ {cos, sin}
Note that here we have the choice on an orthonormal basis of R3.
Lemma 4.4. The 1-differential form of T3
(4.5) η(x) =
√
2f(2pi(k · x))(vi)∗
is an eigenform of ∆1 with associated eigenvalue λ = (2pi||k||)2.
Proof: we start in showing that these forms are of unit norm:
||η||L2 :=
∫
T3
η ∧ ∗η
=
∫
T3
2f2(2pi(k · x))(vi)∗ ∧ ∗(vi)∗
=
∫
T3
2f2(2pi(k · x))d vol = 1 ,
since f2 = 1±f(2·)2 .
Recall the Laplace operator definition
∆η = (dδ + δd)η .
Because δ = − ∗ d∗ in dimension 3, one gets:
(4.6) dδη = d(− ∗ d∗)η = −
√
2(d ∗ d) (f(2pi(k · x)) ∗ (vi)∗) .
By the Hodge star definition we have
∗(vi)∗ = (vj)∗ ∧ (vt)∗
where (i, j, t) is a circular permutation of (1, 2, 3), so that
(4.7) dδη = −
√
2d ∗ d (f(2pi(k · x)) ∧ (vj)∗ ∧ (vt)∗) .
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And then,
dδη = −
√
2(d∗) (2pikif ′(2pi(k · x) ((vi)∗ ∧ (vj)∗ ∧ (vt)∗))
= −2
√
2pikid (f
′(2pi(k · x))
= −2
√
2pikidf
′(2pi(k · x)
= −4
√
2pi2
(
k2i f
′′(2pi(k · x)dxi + kikjf ′′(2pi(k · x)dxj + kiktf ′′(2pi(k · x)dxt
)
.
We compute δdη in a similar way to get
δdη =− 4
√
2pi2
(
k2j f
′′(2pi(k · x)dxi + k2t f ′′(2pi(k · x)
)
+ 4
√
2pi2 (kikjf
′′(2pi(k · x)dxj − kiktf ′′(2pi(k · x)dxt) ,
Summing both terms gives
∆η = −4
√
2pi2
(
k2i f
′′(2pi(k · x)dxi + k2j f ′′(2pi(k · x)dxi + k2t f ′′(2pi(k · x)
)
dxi .
Since f ′′ = −f one has
∆η = 4pi2(k21 + k
2
2 + k
2
3)η ,
the expected outcome. 
To use Theorem 3.2 we need a basis of eigenform. Fixing an orthonormal basis of
R3, the family issued from all k ∈ Z3 and both the function cos and sin forms a
generating family. To see it, one can decomposes in Fourier series the coefficients
of a 1-differential form ω written as:
ω(x, y, z) = f1(x, y, z) · (v1)∗ + f2(x, y, z) · (v2)∗ + f3(x, y, z) · (v3)∗ .
Moreover, this family is free up to the trivial relations cos(−k · x) = cos(k · x) and
sin(−k sinx) = − sin(k · x).
4.3. Computation of the approximating series. Recall that we parametrised
both geodesics γ and υ as:
γ : R /Z → T3
t 7→
γ1t+ ν1γ2t+ ν2
γ3t+ ν3


υ : R /Z → T3
t 7→
υ1t+ µ1υ2t+ µ2
υ3t+ µ3

where γi, υj ∈ Z and µj , νj ∈ [0, 1].
First, note that we can assume that ν = 0. In fact, since the translation of R3
τν := x→ x+ ν ,
descends to an isometry of T3, using Corollary 2.8 one has:∫
γ
∫
υ
Ω =
∫
τ−1(γ)
∫
τ−1(υ)
Ω ,
where now
00
0
 belongs to τ−1(γ). In order not to burden the notations
we will still denotes by µ the new origin (keeping in mind that it actually
corresponds to µ(γ, υ) = µ− ν) of the translated curve υ.
We saw that, given an orthonormal basis of R3, one can build an orthonormal
eingenform basis of the Laplace operator. To simplify the calculation we will per-
form in 3.3 we make a choice of this orthonormal basis adapted to the curve γ:
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the first vector is chosen to be v1 = [γ]||[γ]|| , and we arbitrary complete it to get an
orthonormal basis: ((
v1 =
[γ]
||[γ]||
)∗
, v2, v3
)
.
Recall that we want to compute the following series;
(4.8)
∑
k>0
e−λks
∫
γ
ηk
∫
υ
∗
(
dηk
λk
)
.
We will compute all terms involved in this series separately and we will sum them
in the next subsection. This terms are product of two integrals that we compute
independently.
We start with the integral involving the operator ∗d. Let η be an eingenform, one
has
(4.9)
∫
γ
η =
∫
[0,1]
√
2f(2pik · γ(t))(vi)∗([γ])dt ,
where f ∈ {cos, sin} and k is a vector of Z3. The above integral vanishes whenever
f is a sinus since the curve γ passes by 0;∫
γ
η =
∫
[0,1]
√
2 sin(2pik · γ(t))(vi)∗([γ])dt
= C1
∫
[0,1]
sin(2piC2t)dt = 0
because C2 ∈ Z. We can assume then that f is a cosinus. We keep computing
in considering the eigenforms
ηk,i =
√
2 cos(2pi(k · x))(vi)∗
only, where k ∈ Z3 and i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Which, looking backward to (4.9), gives∫
γ
ηk,i =
∫
t=0
1
cos(2pit(k · [γ]))(vi)∗([γ])dt
where (vi)∗([γ]) = ([γ] · vi) = ||[γ]||δi,1.
The above integral therefore vanishes whenever
• (k · [γ]) 6= 0 ;
• i 6= 1 .
Moreover, in the case where it doesn’t, the function t 7→ cos ((2pi(k · [γ])t) is con-
stant, so that
(4.10)
∫
γ
ηk,i =
√
2||[γ]|| .
Differential forms giving a non vanishing term of the series (4.8) are therefore
ηk,1 =
√
2 cos(2pik · x)
(
[γ]
||[γ]||
)∗
,
with k ∈ Z3 and k · [γ] = 0.
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From now, we will denote ηk,1 by ηk. We now compute the second term of the
series: ∫
υ
∗ dηk ,
starting off computing ∗dηk.
∗dηk = ∗d
(√
2 cos(2pi(x · k))(v1)∗
)
= −2
√
2pi sin(2pi(x · k)) ∗ (k1dx1 ∧ (v1)∗ + k2dx2 ∧ (v1)∗ + k3dx3 ∧ (v1)∗)
= −2
√
2pi sin(2pi(x · k))(k ∧ v1)∗ .
We then get∫
υ
∗ dηk =
∫ 1
t=0
−2
√
2pi sin (2pit([υ] · k) + 2pi(µ · k)) (k ∧ v1)∗([υ])dt
= −2
√
2pi det
(
[γ]
||[γ]|| , [υ],k
)∫ 1
0
sin (2pit([υ] · k) + 2pi(µ · k)) dt .
As well as before, this integral vanishes if one of this conditions holds:
• the vectors [γ] and [υ] are collinear;
• (k · [υ]) 6= 0.
Moreover if
∫
ν
∗ dηk 6= 0 we have
(4.11)
∫
υ
∗ dηk = −2
√
2pi det
(
[γ]
||[γ]|| , [υ],k
)
sin(2pi(µ · k)) .
Multiplying (4.10) and (4.11) one has:∫
γ
ηk
∫
υ
∗ dηk =
{
4pi det([γ], [υ],k) sin(2pi(µ · k)) si k ∈ Span([γ], [υ])⊥
0 sinon
This leads us to characterise elements of Span([γ], [υ])⊥ with integer coefficients.
Lemma 4.12. Let b1 and b2 two non zero vectors of Z3 then the group
Span(b1, b2)
⊥ ∩ Z3
is cyclic. We note by ±β one of this two possible generators.
Proof : As a set it is non empty; the vector b1∧ b2 belongs to Z3 and is orthogonal
to both b1 and b2. As the intersection of two subgroups, Z3 and R · b1 ∧ b2, it is a
subgroup of R. The neutral element of Span(b1, b2)⊥ ∩ Z3 must be isolated since
Z3 is discrete. By characterisation of R subgroups, this group is cyclic. 
We apply the previous lemma to the pair ([γ], [υ]) to get the following description
of elements k ∈ Z3 giving a non vanishing term in the series of Equation 3.3:
Span([γ], [υ])⊥ ∩ Z3 = {k β, k ∈ Z} .
Among both possible generators, we choose β such that the family ([γ], [υ], β) is
positively oriented.
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The only non vanishing terms of the series appearing in (4.8) correspond to the
differential forms
η(kβ) =
√
2 cos
(
(kβ) · x)( [γ]||γ||
)∗
,
and in this case we have∫
γ
ηk
∫
υ
∗ dηk = −4pik det([γ], [υ], β) sin(2pi(k(µ · β))) .
From now we denote by ηk the differential form η(kβ). Recall that differen-
tial forms ηk and η−k are collinear. To get a free family of eingenforms one needs
to choose the sign of the integers k: we take them non negative. The series of
Equation 3.3 then becomes:
(4.13) −
∑
k>0
e−(2pi||β||)
2n2s
pik||β|| det
(
[γ], [υ],
β
||β||
)
sin(2pik(µ · β))) .
Remark 4.14. As noticed in 4.3, Formula 4.13 is not independent of the parametri-
sations involved a priori. In fact, the point µ ∈ T3 appearing in the term sin(2pik(µ·
β))) depends of an origin choice for υ. Let us thus check that k(µ · β)) actually
doesn’t, modulo Z. Let µ2 ∈ υ an other origin of υ, by definition there is t ∈ R and
α ∈ Z3 such that
µ2 − µ = t[υ] + α ,
thus
(µ2 · β) = (µ2 − µ+ µ · β) = (µ · β) + (α · β) ,
since β ∈ [υ]⊥. We conclude reducing the above formula modulo Z to get
(µ2 · β) = (µ · β) ,
since (α · β) ∈ Z.
4.4. A uniformly converging family of functions. Let us now look into the
series (4.13) more in detail. If one is able to let t→ 0 within all terms of this series
one would get
−C
∑
k>0
1
k
sin(2pikx) ,
with C = 1pi||β|| det
(
[γ], [υ], β||β||
)
and x = (µ · β).
On can recognise here the Fourier series development of the defined-on-the-circle-
R /Z function
(4.15) x 7→
{
0 if x = 0
pi
2 (1− 2x) on (0, 1)
So that we would have
(4.16)
∫
γ
∫
υ
Ω =
1
2||β|| det
(
[γ], [υ],
β
||β||
)
(1− 2(µ · β)) ,
which is precisely what expected. To justify the term-by-term convergence of (4.13),
we use the following lemma
Lemma 4.17. Let ak(t) and bk(t) two sequences of functions defined on an interval
I containing 0 such that
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(1)
(∑
k≤n
ak(t)
)
n∈N
is uniformly bounded with respect to t;
(2) the sequence of function bk(t) is non-increasing with respect to t and con-
verges uniformly ,with respect to k, to 0,
then the series of functions
∑
k∈N
ak(t)bk(t) converges uniformly on I.
We omit the proof, which consists to a discrete integration by part of the series.
We set ak(t) = sin(2pikx), bk(t) =
e−atk
2
k and I = [0,+∞]. One can then check
that for all a ∈ R+ and x > 0, all assumptions of Lemma 4.17 holds. We deduce
that the series of functions ∑
k>0
e−atk
2
k
sin(2pikx)
converges uniformly on ]0,+∞]. One is therefore allowed to switch limits and sum
in Equation 4.13 to get:
lim
t→0
∑
k>0
e−atk
2
k
sin(2pikx) =
∑
k>0
lim
t→0
e−atk
2
k
sin(2pikx)
=
∑
k>0
sin(2pikx)
k
,
which concludes the proof.
4.5. The T2-geodesic flow special case. Particularly interesting collections of
multi-geodesics of T3 arise as periodic orbits of the T2-geodesic flow. More gener-
ally, linking number of collections of periodic orbits have been studied by E. Ghys
[Ghy07] and P. Dehornoy [Deh17] [Deh] for dynamical purposes. The later showed
that, for al large class of examples given by geodesic flows on surfaces, these col-
lections all link positively, up to a choice of global orientation. This implies the
existence of Birkhoff sections and, as a corollary, that periodic orbits of this flows
display fibred knots. In the setting of T2, we will see that Theorem 4.1 specifies
easily giving a new linking number formula.
We start by noticing that T3 is identified to the unitary tangent bundle UT2 of the
2-torus T2 := R2 /Z2 . In fact, the unitary tangent bundle of T2 is trivial, T2 being
a Lie group. One trivialisation consists to choose a direction of R2, which induces
one on T2, from which one is able to assign an angle to any vector of UT2. That is
to say the map
UT2 → T3
u 7→ ((x, y), θ)
is an actual trivialisation. With the unitary tangent bundle of a Riemannian man-
ifold comes always a flow: the geodesic flow. In the case of T2, one can fully write
down the flow in the trivialisation given above{
Φt : T3 → T3
(x, y, θ) 7→ (x+ t cos θ, y + t sin θ, θ) .
Note that periodic orbits of a flow are naturally parametrised and oriented by the
flow itself: {
γ : S1 → T3
t 7→ (x+ t cos θ, y + t sin θ, θ) .
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Figure 4. The red curves on the left represents a closed geodesic
of T2. This curve lifts canonically to the the red right one on
the unitary tangent bundle. This lifted curve remains in the leaf
θ = arctan(2). Both blue and green curves represent two others
lifted geodesics.
Remark 4.18. The fact that orbits of the geodesic flow are still geodesics on the
unitary tangent bundle is more general, providing that one endows the later with
the right metric; the so called Sasaki metric. In our case, it turns out that the
Sasaki metric coincides with the T3 flat one.
In this setting, one can readily specifies Theorem 3.2 to get the
Corollary 4.19. [Deh, page 11] Let Γ = γi and Υ = υj two homologically trivial
multi-geodesics of T2. In the T2-unitary tangent bundle they link according to the
following formula:
lk(Γ,Υ) =
∑
i∈I,j∈J
i(γi, υj)
1− xi,jpi
2
,
where xi,j denotes the unique determination in [0, 2pi[ of the oriented angle θ made
at any intersections points (see Figure 1), and i(γi, υj) denotes the algebraic inter-
sections between γi and υj on T2.
Proof : as previously noticed, the orbits of this flow remain in the leafs θ = cst, so
that the vectors [γi] and [υj ] belong R2 ⊂ R3. Our vector βi,j defined in Theorem
4.1 becomes
βi,j =
 00
±1

for all pairs (i, j), the sign depending whether or not the angle between the curves γi
and υj is greater than pi. In particular we have ||βi,j || = 1. Moreover, det([γi], [υj ], βi,j)
becomes detR2([γi], [υj ]), which corresponds to the intersection number between γ
i
and υj seen as curve of T2. To conclude, the quantity (βi,j · µi,j) turns out to be
interpreted as the difference between the angle made by the curve, i.e:
(pi − (µi,j · βi,j)) = (pi − (xi,j)) .

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